slip was (in effect) noted in [l] . This is a note of correction.
Basically we assume a familiarity with [2] , but, for the convenience of the reader, try to rely on [2] as little as possible.
For another treatment (not quite complete) of the problems here considered see [5] .
1. Preliminaries. [2, p. 6f].)
Let, then, (x,, • • • , x ) be a generic point for a curve V/k. We (first) assume k(x)/k separable. By our condition (P), which allows us to check for ^-independence, we can decide whether a given element a of k has a pth root in k (p = characteristic); and if it does not, then adjoining a ^p to k we get an extension of k linearly disjoint from k(x)4k. As mentioned, if we can solve our (main) problem over k(a /p) we can work back to get a solution over ze. Hence we can freely adjoin pth roots to our base field. We are given the ideal P of relations of (xj, • • • , x )/k, via a basis, and we adjoin the pth roots of the coefficients of the basis elements to k and may thus suppose they are in k. The result is that the singularities of V (over the new ze) become absolute (in effect, given by the Jacobian rather than the mixed-Jacobian of the basis). V may lose its singularities and thus become normal in the process, but this makes no difference.
Assume for a moment that k is algebraically closed. Let P be a point on V, say the origin. If no branch of V centered at P has its tangent in X, = 0 (equivalently: if X, = 0 is not tangent to V at P), then z^x.) < vix.) in every branch centered at P, i = 2, • • • , n, and hence x Jxx is integral over the local ring at P. Even if V is tangent to X. = 0 at P, but assuming V is not in X. = 0, one can compute a p such that xp/xx is integral over the local ring at P; in fact obviously p = order of V will do.
Let (x., • • • , x ) be a generic point of V/k, kix)/k separable, and, as above, with the singularities of V absolute.
We subject V to a generic homogeneous nonsingular linear transformation.
Here we adjoin n indeterminates zz.. to k, but, as explained, we can later remove them, so we write k for ze ( 
